
America Timeline



March 4, 
1933

Roosevelt 
Inaugurated 
as President 

of the US

“The only thing
we have to fear
is fear itself.”



February 9, 
1939

Wagner-
Rogers Bill

• US bill that proposed the 
admission of 20,000 
German refugee children 
to the US, outside of 
immigration quotas.

• The bill never came to a 
vote.



May 13, 1939

SS St. Louis 
Sails

• The ship left Hamburg for Havana, 
Cuba carrying 937 mostly-Jewish 
refugees. Most planned to wait in Cuba 
until they obtained visas to the US.

• The Cuban government refused to 
allow most of the passengers to land, 
claiming they did not have the right 
paperwork. The US and Canada also 
refused to admit them.

• The passengers were forced to return 
to England, France, the Netherlands, 
and Belgium.

• Of the 908 passengers who returned to 
Europe, 254 (nearly 28%) are known to 
have died in the Holocaust.



August 1942

Riegner
Telegram 

Arrives in US

• Eduard Schulte, German Managing Director of 
Giesche Mining, learned of the Nazi plan to 
exterminate European Jewry after dining with 
SS Chief Heinrich Himmler, who had just toured 
Auschwitz.

• Schulte traveled to Switzerland on July 29 to 
pass the news to a representative of the Jewish 
community, who ultimately passed it to Dr. 
Gerhart Riegner, World Jewish Congress 
representative in Geneva. 

• Riegner forwarded the information to the US 
State Department. They did not forward the 
cable to American Jewish leader Rabbi Stephen 
S. Wise as requested. 

• Riegner also sent a copy via the British 
Consulate in Geneva, to London. The British 
Parliament, in turn, did send a copy to Rabbi 
Wise.

• It was not until 1938 that historians finally 
confirmed Schulte’s role in this information 
leak.



January 22, 
1944

US War 
Refugee Board 

Established

• In response to pressure from 
Congress, the public, and inside the 
government, President Roosevelt 
created a new government agency 
responsible for trying to rescue and 
provide aid to European Jews.

• The WRB streamlined 
humanitarian aid, helped Jews 
escape, and tried to protect Jews in 
Nazi territory.

• By the end of the war, the WRB had 
saved tens of thousands of lives 
and helped hundreds of thousands 
of people.


